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CHAPTER I

1 IN TRODUCTION

This thesis exanu.nes the need for, applications of,
- 

- and effects of a cryptographic system on digital comrnuni—

1. cations systems. The discussion on the rational for

encrypting data examines the threats to communications
- 

security and the role cryptographic systems have in

countering the threats. This thesis does not address

the legal requirements for security as the requirements

are still in the developmental stages by both federal

- and state legislative bodies. The discussion of digital

coTr~unications characteristics outlines the parameters

1 - whi’h are of importance to the application of crypto-

graphy to digital communications. A review of the

- general methods and principles of cryptography provides

an examination of past methods and reviews the weak-
- 

nesses of the past systems. ‘ The Federal Data Encryption

Standard provides the bases for a cryptographic system

that is to be added to existing communications systems.

1.. Examples of potential app lications to asnychronous and

synchronous communications protoco]s provide an example

of how to interface the cryptographic system based on

e. 

,s_&__.
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\the Data Encryption Standard and the communications

s\~ tems and of the e f fec t s  on the communications system .

~‘The application of cryptographic systems to voice

communications is not addressed in this thes is .  Many

• - of the methods used to protect digital communications

could be applied to voice communications. The voice
- 

data must be sampled , quantized , digitalized , and then

encrypted at the transmission end of the voice circuit.

The sampling rate should be at least twice the highest

frequency component of the voice data to be transmitted. ‘
-

As telephone voice channels are band limited to 4000

hertz, the sampling rate must be at 1e~~ t 8000 samples

per second . There should be around 128 levels of quanti-

zation; thus, seven digital binary bits are required or

• about 56000 bits of information per second . Typical

bandwidth to transmit this amount of data are of the

1*order of 50000 hertz. Digital encryption does not

appear to be currently possible within the existing

-

- bandwidth of voice channels in common carrier systems.

There are analog methods of encrypting voice data

discussed in the literature .2

The digital communications protocols discussed in

the thesis are not intended ti be the best or only

protocols for which cryptographic systems may be applied .

*Footnotes appear at the end of each chapter.

_________ 
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Rather, the discussed protocols are intended to represent

-
~~ part of the possible range of protocols. These applica-

tions assume that risk/cost analysis , as discussed in

- - Chapter II, established the need for a cryptographic

system based on an economic justification of the
- .  

application of the cryptographic system.

.e
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CHAPTER I

- Footnotes

- - 
1. Technical User Manual II, Communications Theory,

Rixon Inc., 1973, p. 1—8.

2. Arnold M. McCalmont, “Communications Security for
- . Voice-Techniques, Systems, and Operations ,”

Telecommunications, Vol. 7, No. 4 (April, 1973)
pp. 35—42.
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CHAPTER II

RATIONAL FOR SECURE COMMUNICATIONS

This chapter develops the rational for the applica-

tion of cryptographic systems to data communications

links. The information contained in a computer based

information system must be protected from any threat that

would result in a loss of availability , confidentiality ,

or integrity , In general, the security objectives of a

secure system are to protect the system performance ,

availabili ty, and responsiveness and to restrict the

information to authorized users.1

Each threat could be countered in one of four ways.

Threat avoidance removes the threatened item from poten-

tial risk. An example would be removing the payroll file

from an on—line computer system. The second method,

threat transfer , occurs with the purchase of an insurance

- . policy to protect against potential loss from the risk.

Threat retention is a form of self-insurance. Threat
- 

reduction attempts to reduce the potential loss through

protective safeguards. A cryptographic system attempts

to close the open door to the computer based information

system created by the connected communications system.2

~~~~~~~
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Computers are becoming more interwoven in the daily

• operations of business. The estimates of the degree of

dependence that business has on the computer vary ranging

up to “as much as 90 percent of the company ’s vital

information ” 3 on computer based information systems. In

order to be economical , the computer system must process

a large portion of the company ’s information .4 Future

dependence will grow in the next few years as more com-

puters are employed in the daily decision making process

and in the actual manufacturing process.5 Within the

next five to ten years, most computers will be connected

to telecommunications networks.6 The computer and the

information contained in it must be protected from

potential disruptive threats.

Information contained in the computer based infor-

mation system is of immense value to the company. The

information is valued to the extent that it reveals the

operations and future plans of the company . Typical

information includes summaries and raw data relating to

assets , raw materials, production , sales , finances ,

• - personnel , and research and development.7 The computer

• - may also contain information relating to corporation

processes ,patents , and trade secrets.8 The monetary

value of this information results from the cos t to

replace the data , loss of business , and the loss of a

competitive advantage.
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These computer systems must be protected from risks

that would threaten the use and accuracy of the system.

Threats include fire , flood , earthquake , communications

failure , power failure , computer hardware failure ,

intruders , and misuse.9 A company should evaluate these

and other threats using such guides as the National

Bureau of Standards publication 31 on Guidelines for

Automatic Data Processing Physical Security and Risk

Management. This evaluation should address all potential

risks in view of the company operations.

This thesis addresses those risks to the security

of the information contained in the computer connected to

a communications link. A summary of these risks is

shown in Figure 2.1.10 This figure depicts the potential

risk to the security of the information contained in the

computer . These risks cover the range of potential

hazards including those which can be reduced through the

use of cryptographic systems. Specifically, the threats

relating to the transfer of information on communications

links, through switching centers , and to remote terminals.

Table 2.1 summarizes these threats and illustrates how

these threats effect information security of the computer.

As shown in Table 2.1, the risk to information

security incurred by the communications system can lead

to disclosure or corruption of the information contained

in the computer system. li “The most dangerous external

a.
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threat to a computer system is a clever, computer wise

individual sitting at some remote terminal.”12 The

security problem of the computer system increases 
. 

—

dramatically once the computer is connected to external

environment through communications links with dial-up

access specif ically increasing the risk)3 Each of

these threats will be discussed in detail.

Threats to the security and privacy of the communi-

cation links between computers and termina ls are divided

into two classes , accidental and deliberate. Accidental

disclosures result from errors by human operators of the

various computer and communications equipment or from

errors made in computer programs by the computer pro-

grammers . Failure of hardware associated with computer,

communication, or terminal equipment can result in

accidental disclosure of information. To a large extent ,

these threats have been countered by better administra-

tive controls and programming procedures for the

operators and programmers of the systems. Computer hard-

ware has been made more reliable and the use of redundant

hardware has reduced the chances of accidental disclo-

sure~ .14

- • The deliberate threats can be separated into passive

arid active threats. A passive infiltration threat

j attempts to listen to the information transfer process

without the intention of disrupting or changing the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- — - -. . .- — _- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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information exchange. “Passive infil tration may be

accomplished by wire tapping or by electromagnetic pick-

up of the t r a f f i c  at any point in the system.” 15 
W ith

other than the simplest systems, computers and the

connected peripheral equipment radiate in such a manner

as to require very complex detection equipment, thus

1. - reducing this threat)6

Wire tapping offers the easiest method of gathering

- 
- 

data in a passive environment. It is neither complicated -:

nor expensive. A circuit can be bugged in one of three

ways : physical tap, inductive tap, or drop-in trans-

mitter. The use of line amplifiers and inductive taps

ii 
make detection difficult except with the use of the most

sensitive detection equipment)7 The sidelobe patterns

of microwave antenna systems offer an easy point to tap

a circuit.18 The literature extensively covers ways to

1. actually tap a communications circuit.19

Active infiltration uses some of the same methods

of attaching to the communications circuit as used in

passive infiltration . The intention is to modify,

insert , or disrupt the information exchange process.

Table 2.1 illustrates some of the actual methods of

entry into the computer system. The data codes, modu-

lation methods , communications protocols , and data

structures are highly standardized and do not present

a barrier to the intruder.20 

- -  . _ _
~~~

_
~~ 

— - - - . - — -  

— -—- —- --. - - .  ———-——---—-——--— - -- _ - - -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The communications system and computer system do

• - not present a barrier to the intruder. The telephone

company even helps by tagging the circuits at junction

boxes with origin and type of circuit.21 Dial up cir-

cuits provide the easiest access for the remote author-

ized user and the intruder from local or long distance.

The c~~ller is afforded a degree of anonymity. An

- 
- unlisted number only reduces the chance of an unauthor—

ized call. Another computer can be used to try all the

numbers of a central office until the number for the

computer is found.22 There is no way to physically

secure the communication link except for short links in

secure areas.

The computer and th~ computer operating system

software have been demonstrated to be insecure. All

serious penetration attempts of computer operating

systems of computers have succeeded. Even operating

• - 

- systems that provide some degree of security such as

IBM VS2/ release 2, TENEX , and MULTICS have been pene-

trated without the knowledge of the owners of the

systems.23 The only current method to secure a system

requires all users of the system at a given time to have

the same level of trustworthiness. Each person having

- - access to the computer has been cleared to have access

to all the data in the computer at the time they have

- -  

access to the computer . As the sensitivity of the data

.— 
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- changes , the access granted to authorized users changes;

the computer access “color ” level, changes. If the

sensitive data requires such access controls , the

computer containing the data should not be connected to

a communications link that is not secured .24

- The responsibility for the security of the computer

• - information system and the connected communications

system rests ultimately with the owner of the information

contained in the computer. The assets must be protected

• by the owner. The communications link equipment is

rented from the phone company . The renter must assume

- the responsibility of insuring that the equipment is

physically secure to prevent wire tapping on the equip-

ment or wiring on the prbperty of the renter. 25 In a

survey conducted by Honeywell Corporation of its computer

- .  system users, 82 percent felt that the majority of

• - responsibility for security rests with the owners of the
• - - - - - 26information contained in the computer system.

A cryptographic system serves to close the open door

to the computer based information system caused by the

-- communications links. Since the links can not be made

physically secure , the data on the link should be

secured throu-gh the use of a cryptographic system.27

The data on the encrypted circuit will not be of value

to the intruder as long as the key used to encrypt the

data remains secret and unknown to the intruder. The

I.

___________________________ - -—• .—- — .  -------- . --  --- - -_- —_~~~~----- - - ~~. - - - . _ ~~
___ •__g ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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intruder cannot modify the data because the encryption

process provides a method of detection . Nodified data

would not decrypt into meaningful information. With

proper communications link control procedures , the

intruder cannot record and then playback data at a later

time that has been encrypted. The message could carry

a message sequence number or a time dependent element.28

Currently available cryptographic systems for the

commercial user do not provide truly secure communica—

tions systems . These cryptographic systems generally

perform simple transformations requiring as few as twenty

characters of clear text and the matching twenty charac-

ters of encrypted text to recover the key used. Once

the key is found , the data is no longer secure .
29 More

information on this weakness will be discussed later.

These low level systems may be a block to truly secure

communications as they may give the false impression of

having a secure system.

A truly secure cryptographic system should have

these following features. The security of the system

rests with the key. The intruder is assumed to have

complete knowledge and understanding of the encryption

algorithm, application, and implementation. Second ,

the time to decipher an intercepted message should be

suff iciently long to make the data of li ttle value when

deciphered . If the data has value for one day when the
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encryption algorithm should protect the data for several

• days. A long key period and a nonlinear algorithm will

meet this requirement. The securing of the communications

links should not degrade the computer and communications

system performance. The cost of the encryption unit should

allow for high production quantities and low unit cost.

The algorithm should allow a relatively high volume of

data to be protected between key changes. The distribu-

H tion of the keys to the various locations should require

little effort and allow easy and rapid change.3°

The decision to apply a cryptographic system to a

computer based information system should be made based

ona risk/cost analysis. Management must determine how
- 

much it would cost to counter a threat and the amount

of reduction in potential loss.31 As all risks are not

applicable to a given situation , each potential risk is

evaluated and the probability of occurrence determined .

Table 2.2 provides a typical matrix to evaluate the

potential risk of the listed threats.32 From this table,

management determines the risk potential and then the

loss potential. Using this potential loss and the

- - equation :
,•~ (P+D—3)

E = 1”
4

• where P is from Table 2.2 and 0 is from Table 2.3,

• the manager can determine the amount of money , E, that
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TABLE 2 . 2

Types of Security Risks

I ‘ti U)
1-4

I ~ o s—i ~~o • — ~ o 0 ‘0
~ ~~~0 It)

s-I a) 0)
(214 41)

C-i Ci) ~~o - i-i i--i 0 ‘0
4) 4-i ~ C))

~
~~~ -‘-4 

-~~~ •-i~~~-4) U) 
~
j 1-4 --I

• r-4 ~.I-4 ~~~ ~~
,-1 0 c o . cc

~~ 4 ) 0
.0 in U)
(0 U) U) ,

~~ (0
c o o ~

(—4 I-) ~ l

Acts of God
Fire 2 2
Flood 2 2
Act of war 2 2
Other catastrophe 2 2

Hardware and program failures
Computer outage 5
Pile unit damages disk track 3
Tape unit damages part- of tape 3
Disk , or other volume , unreadable 3
Hardware/software error damages file 2 4 5
Data transmission error not detected ~ 6
Card (or other input) chewed up

by machine 6 5
Error on application program

damages record ~

Human care lessness
Keypunch error 4 7
Terminal operator input error 5 7
Computer operator error ~ ~ 5
Wrong volume mounted and updated 3
Wrong version of program used 3
Accident during program testing ~ 4
Mislaid tape or disk 2
Physical damage to tape or disk 3

Malicious damage
Looting 2 2
Violent sabotage 2 2
Nonviolent sabotage (e.g.,

• tape erasure) 2 2 3 3
Malicious computer operator 2 3 3
Malicious programmer ~ ~

-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TABLE 2.2 (continued)

Types of Security Risks

U- ‘~~ in
U) 0) 5-1 ‘rJ ~ci —4 0 1-i - ‘-Io ~~4 C) Q ‘r

— 0 r~ (1) W (ci
C—i ~ j~~ 

0)
1:14 0)

1-4 (1) ‘4-4o -~-4 .-4 0 ‘~~
4.) 4) t ,~~ 41)

• ~~ o N C

~~ 
‘ -.4 ~~~~~4) U) 4~

) 5-i -d
•-4 ‘4-’
i-I o o -
-‘-I ~~ 330
.0 U) U) -d ~~~V(0 U) U) ‘~

j  (0
~ 0 0 ~~ c- s-i
H ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~O

Malicious tape librarian 
• 

2
Malicious terminal~ operator 2 - 3 3

- Malicious user (e.g.,punches holes
in re turnable .card) 3 3

Playful malignancy (e.g., misusing
terminal for fun) 2 3 3 3

Crime
Embezzlement 3 4 4
Industrial espionage 

- 
3

Employees selling commercial secrets 3
Employees selling data for mailing

lists 3
Data-bank information used for

bribery or extortion - - 3

Invasion of privacy
Casual curiosity (e.g., finding -

out employee salaries) 4
Looking up data of a competing

corporation 4
Obtaining personal information

for political or legal reasons 3
Nondeliberate revealing of

private information 4
Malicious invasion of privacy

—-~~~~
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TABLE 2.2 (continued)

Types of Security Risks

Key to the numbers in Table 2.2

P: Rating for the probability of an event occurring:

0: Virtually impossible
1: Might happen once in 400 years
2: Might happen once in 40 years
3: Might happen in 4 years (1000 working days)
4: Might happen once in 100 working days
5: Might happen once in 10 working days
6: Might happen once a day
7: Might happen 10 times a day

*The numbers in the table are merely examples and
would have to be evaluated anew for any specif ic
application . One data processing manager rated
several of the probabilities an order of magnitude
higher.

~

:

~
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TABLE 2.3

Potential Risk Costs

D: Rating for the amount of damage the event causes
in lost business , cost of correcting the data,
and other costs:

0: Negligible (about $1)
1: On the order of $10
2: On the order of $100
3: On the order of $1,000
4: On the order of $10,000
5: On the order of $100,000
6: On the order of $1,000,000
7: On the order of $10,000,000

I 
--~~~~~~ ~~~-- —

— --~~~--~~~~— -~~~- - _--— -~~~ -— -~~ --  _ --
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should be spent to counter the risk.33 For example,

the manager decides to reduce the risk of data being

stolen by a competitor. From Table 2.2, the threat

potential is found to be four (4). After reviewing

operation procedures , he determines that the potential

loss from the disclosure of the information is about

$10,000. Using Table 2.3 and the above equation , the

yearly risk exposure is $25,000. The company could

expect to spend about this much each year to avoid the

the risk.

The cost of currently available equipment for a

cryptographic system ranges from $1000 to $5000. There

are several companies making the equipment for commer-

cial users. International Telephone and Telegraph makes

an off line device for $2700. The DATOTEK Corporation

makes three models with the model DC-lb for online

systems costing $3000 per unit. Ground/Data Corporation

manufactures a model for time sharing systems costing

$1300 (this model uses a Read Only Memory , ROM , for key

storage making key changes difficult and costly). The

European company , Crypto Ac , makes an automated unit

costing $5200. A communication link requires two units ,

one at each end.34

- .  Manufactur ing companies are currently developing

equipment using the FIPS Pub 46 algorithm that will pro—

- 

vide much increased secur ity at a lower cos t. Motorola

-_ - _rn__~ - _ --- —-- -- - --_- - —- - - —- - ---
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Company plans to incorpora te the algori thm in a single

card module for about $500.~~ This algorithm and its

uses will be examined in detail later.

The total system cost of the cryptographic system

involves cost other than just the costs of the devices.

The total cost includes the cost of key generation ,

• distribution , storage , and issue. These costs inclu de

the costs of personnel to manage the cryptographic

systems. There will be cost associated with the train—

- 

- 

ing of operations personnel and with the changes in

procedures. Depending on the actual application , there

may be additional cost associated with changes in the

computer or communications sytems. For example , a

higher data transmission rate may be required to include

the overhead associated with the use of the cryptographic

system.

L. -- - -- _—-  - — -- — -  - - -  
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CHAPTER III

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS CHARACTERISTICS

This chapter covers the characteristics of digital

communications that have an e f f ec t  on the application of

a cryptographic system to digital communications . The

characteristics provide the foundation for the subse-

quent discussions of cryptographic systems. The chapter

covers data transfer , channel operation, character trans-

j 

fer , and channel control procedures.

Data Transfer

The units of information transfer assume various

forms depending on the type and characteristics of the

communications system. In spoken communication , a

syllable or a word could be considered the smallest unit

of information transferred. Digital communication

- . systems use the bit, short for binary digit, as the

smallest unit. A bit represents one of two possible

states; one or zero , mark or space, long or short. The

concatenation of several bits representing a digital

- - character provides a means of representing ideas that

are larger than that allowed by two states. Another

_ ._______ ______ ._s~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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term used for a digital character is byte, typically

six to nine bits.

The number of bits in a character and the meaning

of the bit combinations varies with the code set used.

Morse Code, one of the early binary code sets, was

invented by Samuel Morse in about 1837 for use with the

telegraph system. The code uses varying numbers of bits

to represent the characters of the alphabet, numbers ,

and special control codes. The number of bits per

character varies from one bit, a short, for the letter

“E” up to five bits , five longs , for the number zero.

Numerous other code systems have been used to meet the

specific requirements of a given system ; Baudot for

teletypewriters, Hollerith for data processing cards,

fieldata for military communications. Each of these

systems represented the character with a different number

of bits and different combinations .

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

developed and adopted a standard code set, the American

Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). The

ASCII code set is shown in Table 3.1.1 The code set

- - provides binary representations of various characters

• - of the alphabet, numbers, special symbols, punctuation,

and communication control characters. Each character

is represented by seven data bits and an optional eighth

- - 
parity bit for error detection. A complete description
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TABlE 3.1

ASCII Code Set

_ -  
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- —  — (I c.  1
3 2 1 0 Hc. 0~~~~—~~ 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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O 0 1 0 P s iX  UC’ --  
~ B Fl b i

U 0 I 1 3 [TX 0C3 3 C $ c

o 1 0 0 4 101 DC4 S 4 0 T d I

o I 0 1 5 [NO NAK 3. 5 E U u

o 1 1 0 6 A CK SYN & 6 F V I V

O 1 1 I 7 DEL ElU I C I-i 9

I 0 0 0 Ct (Ii. CA U I 8 4 4 X Fr

1 0 0 1 9 III EM 4 9 I V i y

I C) 1 0 A LF SUB - J z
4 0 1 1 0 VI [SC • - K I k {

I 1 0 0 C 1- F IS • -z L ‘-

1 1 0 1 1) Cli CS — - M I m )

1 I I 0 SO 14$ - > N I n —

I 1 1 1 F SI (IS / ~ 0 -- 0 OIL
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of the ASCII code set can be found in ANSI X3.4-1968 Code

for Information Interchange.

Character Transfer

Informa tion , in the form of characters , may be

transferred across communications links by one of three

methods. The first method transfers the information

character by character. After each character is created,

the transfer is accomplished . The time delay between

each character occurs independent of any other character

or time constraint. A typical example would be a key-

board used to enter data into a remote computer. The

operator keys in the data at a rate dependent upon his

typing skill. As soon as each character is entered on

the keyboard , the associated electronics converts the

keystroke into the digital code, ASCII, and transmits

the code across the communications link.

Stream Transfer

Usin g the second method , data is constantly being

sent, e.g., stream transmission. This method requires

the data to be generated at a relatively constant rate.

The time delay between characters is about the same. A

• typical system could be a remote weather monitoring

station . The various weather parameters ; wind velocity ,

temperature , and humidity , are sampled at a constant..
— 

rate. The sampling equipment converts the data into a

~ 
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digital code and sends the information with the time

delay between data characters being the same and the

data continuous.

Block Transfer

The third method groups data into blocks of several

characters before transmission begins . The block length

may be fixed in size with each block transmitted after

the last character of the block is readied for trans-

mission . Thus, the transmission of a specific character

must wait until the block is filled . An alternate

method transmits the data block without regard to length

after a fixed period of time has elapsed. A third

method uses an operator or a system indication to

signify the end of a block and a request for transfer.

For example , a terminal may store the data until a con-

trol character, e.g., Carriage Return , enters the ter-

minal signalling the end of a data block and requesting

transfer to the distant end.

Channel Operation

To transfer data from one point to another , a
• - communications channel must be provided. The channel

may be realized by a wire , radio , or optical link . The

, 
link provides the path for the information transfer .

•• The channel may be operated in one of three ways as

shown in Figure 3.1.

- ~—--~~~~
-- ‘~~~~
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FIGURE 3.1
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Simplex -

The simplex mode of operation transmits information

in only one direction. Since the data moves in only one

direction , the channel cannot provide a method for the

receiving end to send control information to the trans-

mitting end. The receiving end must always be ready to

accept data at the rate the transmitter sends the data.

Error control must be done either by out of channel

communications or by forward error correction. Out of

channel communications might consist of an operator at

the receiving end , after reviewing the received data,

calling the operator at the transmitting end . The

receiving operator either accepts the data as transmitted

or requests the data be ‘retransmitted. Forward error

correcting adds redundant information bits to the data

transmitted. This redundant information allows errors

introduced by the communications channel to be corrected

at the receiving end. The addition of the redundant bits

reduces the communications channe l eff iciency ; the amoun t

of reduction is dependent on the error characteristics

and the error correcting system used. Either the error

correcting mecha nism must be applied before the encryp-

tion of the data with both data and redundant bits being
- - encrypted , or the data must be encrypted and then the

error correcting mechanism applied to the encrypted

data.

—
~~
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Half-Duplex

The second method of channel operation is half-

duplex. Each end of the communications link takes a

turn transmitting data or control information to the

other end. One end of the channel assumes the master

state and the other assumes the slave state. The master

sends control information and data to the slave. After

the master has finished transmitting , it sends a

sequence of control characters to the slave requesting

the slave to send data or control information the slave

has ready for transmission. The master then waits to

receive the data. The master may also send a control

sequence to the slave and then assume the slave state.

This mode of operation allows each end to send and

receive data and to request correction of any data

received in error.

Full-Duplex

The full-duplex mode of operation transmits data

in both directions simul taneously on either physically

or logically separate channels. This mode of operation

is sometimes treated as two simplex circuits. Each end

of the channel has a transmitter (master) and a receiver

(slave). The master sends data and control information

to the slave at the receiving end. The logic in the

terminal or the computer generates the necessary control 
—

— I
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information , e.g., error control , based on information

received by the slave. The control information is

merged with data and sent by the master to the distant

end slave where the control information and data are

separated. Figure 3.2 illustrates this relationship

showing a full—duplex channel which allows simultaneous

data transfer and error control in both directions.

A full—duplex channel may be realized on one

physical circuit through the use of appropriate multi-

plex equipment. The multiplexerdivides the available

bandwidth into two (or more) parts. Each part of the

bandwidth acts as a separate logical channel. A typical

allocation of frequencies is shown in Figure 3 .3 for a

300 band modem/multiplexer using a standard voice

grade telephone line. Using this arrangement , the com-

puter and terminal respond as though they were connected

by two separate circuits .

Character Transf er

Information can be transferred between two points,

either in parallel or in series. Parallel t ransfer

requires a separate channel for each bit of the charac-

ter , i.e., ASCII would require at least seven channels.

Serial transfer requires one channel to accomplish the

transfer. The transmitter separates the characters into

bits and sends them sequentially to the receiver. The
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FULL - DUPLEX OPERATION
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DATA CONTROL
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COMPUTER C OMPUTER

Acknowledgment for Data Block from

Computer “Master ” to Terminal “slave ”

sent by Terminal “Master.”

FIGURE 3.2

FULL - DUPLEX DATA TRANS FER
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receiver reassembles the bits into the characters. The

serial transmission of the characters may be accomplished

asynchronously or synchronously as discussed below.

Asynchronous Character Transfer

Asynchronous character transfer transmits charac—

ters independent of time constraints , The amount of

time between character varies from microseconds to

several hours . The ability to detect the beginning and

end of the serialized character is independent of time

and is based on the addition of at least two bits to

the character. A single bit added to the beginning of

the character indicates the start of a character for

transfer and one , one and one half , or two bits added

to the end of the serialized character , indicates the

stopping of the character transfer.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the structure of a character

on an asynchronous channel. Assume the steady state of

the channel is a one, illustrated by a high mark , then

the start bit would be a zero , low , for one bit time

followed by the seven bit of data. The transmissions

of at least a single one bit following the last data

bit represents the stop bit. Although the timing

between characters is asynchronous, the timing between

- 

- -  bits of the character is critical. Typical tolerances

of one percent to five percent are required between bits.
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In addition to providing the indication of the

start of a char acter , the start bit allows time for

mechanical devices such as a teletypewriter to engage

to receive the character. The stop bit allows time for

the mechanisms to operate on tha data, e.g., print , and

to settle down to receive the next character.

The use of asynchronous transmission reduces the

potential efficiency of a communications channel. The

addition of the start and stop bits creates overhead

that does not carry information ; rather , only control

information. For slow speed devices, this overhead is

of small concern. It should be noted that there is at

least a 20 percent overhead of ASCII code and as much as

27 percent if two stop bits are used. The use of synchro-

nous transmission reduces this overhead and increases

the efficiency of the channel.

Synchronous Character Transfer

Synchronous character transfer requires a relatively

constant timing between characters and between bits

within a character. The use of start and stop bits is

not required to indicate the beginning and end of a

character. Rather, the dependence on timely receipt of

the character provides a delimiter for each character.

Each character does not have the overhead of start and

stop bits thereby increasing the potential efficiency

of the communications channel. The use of synchronous

- ~~-1—~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



transmission s t i l l  requires the ability to distinguish

one character from another. To accomplish this task ,

the equipment sends a special sequence of bits called

a synchronization (SYNC) character.

In ASCII, the SYNC character has the structure as

shown in Figure 3 . 5 .  The originator sends one or more

SYNC characters to the receiver. The receiver hunts for

the SYNC character by examining each group of eight bits

for a match . If a match is not found the next received

bit is concatenated to the character and the oldest bit

dropped . The receiver then attempts another match.

Once a match is found , the receiver assumes each subse-

quent set of eight bits to be a character. Data charac-

ters will be received correctly as long as the timing

between characters and bits remain constant within a

few percent.

Typically synchronous transmission is used with

systems requiring higher data rates. Systems use data

rates from 1200 to several million bits per second. The

reduced character overhead, no start and stop bits ,

increases the efficiency depending on the number and

frequency of SYNC characters used to establish and main-

tam channel synchronization .

- 
-

- -- --~~~~~-.~~
-- -a--
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Channel Control Procedures

Protocols

In order to provide the orderly transfer of infor-

mation between the ends of a communication link , a set

of rules governing the operation of the links must be

established.2 These rules, or simply protocols, must as

a minimum provide for transmission initiation , trans—

mission control, identification of sender and receiver , - ;

error checking and recovery, and transmission termina—

tion.3 These protocols may be very simple for a trans-

mitter directly connected to the receiver as on a

dedicated link , e.g., a local terminal connected to a

computer. The use of a dial-up link requires the use of

a more extensive protocol. The most complete protocols

involve communications links connected through networks

and switching centers. In each case the required

elements of communication protocols are provided either

implicitly as in a dedicated link , or explicitly as

required for dial—up and network operations.

The number and variety of protocols ranges widely

depending on the characteristics of the communication

links. Typically , each digital communications system

develops an optimized set of protocol for the communi-

cations links used . Some protocols have become more

widely acknowledged as standards through acceptance .y
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formal standards organizations such as the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI). Acceptance by a

wide number of users creates defacto standards such as

IB~4 Binary Synchronous Communications.

- 
The application of cryptographic systems to some of

the typical standard protocols will be discussed in

- . chapters five and six. Any application of a crypto-

graphic system must not block or hinder the communication

protocols for the link. The further discussion of error

- 
and retransmission control procedures in this chapter

separates the control procedures into four classes;

• uncontrolled , echop lexed , sequential acknowledgment , and

parallel acknowledgment.

Uncon trolled Links

On an uncontrolled link , the transmitter sends data

to the distant end, which must always be ready to

receive. The receiving end cannot stop the transmission

- 
of data nor can it request a retransmission to remove

errors. Typically, uncontrolled communications links

are used on links having a low probability of introducing

errors , or transmitting data relatively insensitive to

errors. Out of channel , i.e., by telephone conversation

between human operators, procedures provide a method of

requesting acknowledgment for received data, or retrans-

mission of data missed or subjected to errors.

~~~~~~~ - _-— - . - 
~
--  - .

~~~~~~

---
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Uncontrolled links are being replaced as the introduction

of lower cost electronic control equipment becomes

available. A simplex channel is typically used .

Echoplexing

An echoplexed control procedure involves the

echoing, by the distant end of each character entered at

the t ransmit ter .4 The echoed character provides the

sender an immediate check on the potential correctness

of the character received by the distant end . (It  should

be noted that the error could have occurred on the return

path. While the originator would suspect an error, the

distant end would have received the character correctly.)

If the echoed character is not the same as the trans-

mitted character , the originator could backspace and send

the corrected character. Thus , a form of error control

would be established . Typically this mode of operation

is used with a t ime—sharing system or terminal connected

to the computer system without an intervening digital

communications network . Two simplex channels or a half

duplexed channel provides the links for echoplex channel

operations.

Sequential Acknowledgment

A communications channe l using sequential acknow-

ledgment provides for error control and retransmission

within the channel by using special sequences of
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characters or bits. The originator sends a group of data

to the destination and then waits for a reply. The reply

acknowledges (ACK) receipt of the data without detected

errors and acceptance of the data. If the data had

errors introduced by the communication channel detected

by the destination , a negative acknowledgment (NAK ) is

sent requesting a retransmission of the previously sent

data. If the destination was unable to accept the data,

a NAK is sent. In either case, the originator must

retransmit the data group if a NAK is received . To

solicit information from the distant end the originator

sends a sequence of control character and then becomes

the destination for data from the distant end. If a

reply is not received from the distant within a previous-

ly defined period of time , the end expecting the reply

times out and notifies the operator of a potential

failure of the communication process (link, equipment,

or control process.) In summary , a sequential controlled

link has only one data group outstanding and only one

type of ACK or NAK expected for a half-duplex circuit.

A full-duplex circuit can be operated in the same

manner or can be viewed as two communication paths. In

this manner the full—duplex channel logically appears to

- - be both a destination and an originator . ACK and NAK

messages from the destination merge with data from the

originator of the same end and are sent to the far end .

~~~~~~~~~~ -~~
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The receiving end separates the data from the ACK/NAK

messages giving the data to the logical originator. In

any case the logical originator at each end will have

only one data group waiting for a ACK or NAK from the

other end ’s logical destination . Figure 3.6 illustrates

this information transfer process and shows how data on

ACK/NAK messages are merged and later separated .

Parallel Acknowledgment

While sequential acknowledgment allows only one

outstanding data block , parallel acknowledgment allows

up to a predetermined number. Typically , up to eight

unaccounted blocks of data may be sent from the

originator to the destination before the originator

stops transmitting data to wait for an acknowledgment.

The destination may acknowledge for a message as soon

as it is received or may wait until some further action

on the data is completed , i.e., writing the data to a

tape or disk journal. The communications link may be of

such length that the path delay time required to send a

message and receive an acknowledgment makes parallel

operation more efficient.

An example of this delay on a communications link

is shown in Figure 3.7. The communications link trans-

verses a path from the ground through a satellite in

synchronous orbit (22,300 miles above the earth) to the

i~IIIr.__ _ _ _
~~~~~~~

_ ._ _ ..._ _._ _ _.._.__ __ .~~~~~. __,_ - — - —- — — - — - - •- - - — — - - — -_ — -—— - - — _ -— -—— • — —~ —-— --•—-—•——— —— •—----—— — —a’ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
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receiving ground station. The total path length is

about 45,600 miles resulting in a one way path delay

of .49 seconds (2X45000/l86000). As seen in Figure 3.7,

a channel operating at 9600 bits per second can send two

typical blocks of data during the half of a second one—

way delay . Since the return path from the destination

is the same length, the originator could send an addi-

tional two data blocks before the acknowledgment for

the first blocks could be possibly received. Therefore

the communications control procedure used in this

example must use parallel acknowledgments allowing at

least six outstanding data blocks to achieve full utili-

zation of the communications channel (assuming the

acknowledgments are merged with data block).

The previous discussions in this chapter have

viewed the communications channel as being comprised of

a single link between the originator and destination.

Typical digital communications systems may be comprised

of many actual links interconnected by switching centers.

Each source and destination , called subscribers , are

connected to the network by a communications channel.

- - Data enters and exits the network across these links.

Figure 3.8 illustrates a simplified network connecting

two subscribers. In addition to the data , the originator

includes control information with the data block. The

data and the added information are called messages.
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Each message represents a transaction to the digital

communications network . Figure 3.8 shows the basic

format of a message; header , text, and trailer. The

header must at least indicate the subscriber to receive

the message and the originating subscriber. Table 3.2

outlines additional parameters that may be included in

the message header and trailer. All the information

shown is not required in all networks. The information

in the header is used by the communication network to

accurately deliver the message. 

~~~~~
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TABLE 3. 2

MESS AGE 1-~~ADER AND TRAILE R PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS

TO Address (es)

FROM address

Speed of Service Requested

Security Level Requested

Length of Message

Message Sequence Number

Data and Time

Type of Message

T RATT ~ER PARAMETERS

Error control

Next Message Sequence Number

End of Message Indicater

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~_ T--~~1~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

- - - - - -- -
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CHAPTER IV

ENCRYPTION OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS

Cryptographic Systems

The intended purpose of a cryptographic system is to

hide information from disclosure to third parties. All

methods of encryption attempt to replace known, mean ing-

ful information with unknown , meaningless information)

A cryptographic system comprises a set of operations,

called the encryption algorithm , to convert the infor-

mation into a protected state, encrypted form. The

inverse of this algorithm, the decryption process, pro-

vides a one to one relationship between the encrypted text

and the original text. Figure 4.1 provides a block

diagram of the cryptographic system.2 The four key

elements of the system are the text, the encryption

process , decryption process and the key . In order for

the decryption process to recover the original text, the

same key used in the encry ption process must be used in

the decryption process. The text to be encrypted is

- defined as plaintext, and the encrypted text is defined

as ciphertext. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Attributes of a Secure Cryptographic System

In 1883, Auguste Kerckhoffs , a naturalized French—

- man , established two basic principles for a cryptographic

system. First, the key used to encrypt the information

must “withstand the operational strain of heavy use.” 3

The intruders are assumed to have knowledge of the

general cryptographic system. Thus, the security of the

information rests with the key.4 The second principle

is that only a cryptanalyst knows the true security of

the cryptographic system.5 A system is secure only until

the secrecy is removed by the cryptanalyst.

A cryptographic system can be evaluated as to its

usefulness based on five tests outlined by Shannon.6

First, the degree of secrecy provided by the system is

a function of the amount of work required to break the

system and reveal the hidden information . Next, the

size of the key should be as small as possible. The key

must be conveyed to the various locations to be used in

- -  the cryptographic system . Third , the complexity of the

encrypting and decrypting process must be as simple as

possible to avoid errors and lost time. The fourth

requirement states that errors introduced into the

encryption or decryption process or in the encrypted

information should have as low an error extension as

possible. Ideally an error in one character should

affect only that characier. Fifth , the encrypted

______________________ - ~~~~
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information should be as nearly the same size , length ,

as the unencrypted information . If the unencrypted

• information is 20 characters , the encrypted text should

also be 20 characters.

General Classes of Cryptographic Systems

In general there are two methods of securing data ,

codes and ciphers. A code conveys meanings planned and

published in advance. These codes must be available to

both sender and receiver. Typically a code replaces

single words and commonly used phrases with prearranged ,

meaningless sequences of characters usually of fixed

length.7 The person (or system) using the code finds

the word or phrase to be encoded in the code book and

locates the corresponding code sequence . To decode , the

code sequence is located in the code book and the

resulting meaningfu l  text found . The use of codes is

typically limited to predefined words and phrases.

The second method , cipher , replaces the characters

of words (or numerals of numbers) with another character

or symbol. Since the cipher is alphabetic anything a

language can describe can be represented in the cipher
- - and any new idea representable in the alphabet can be

used with the cipher .8 This thesis deals with the use

of ciphers rather than codes as the use of a cipher is

L more adaptable to automated digital communications .

‘1

I

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~-—— - 
- - - __________________
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General Types of Ciphers

- A cipher may be achieved in one of three ways;

substitution , transposition , or addition ; or by a combi-

nation . Substitution replaces the information character

with a different character on a one—for—one basis.9

Figure 4 . 2  illustrates a typical substitution cipher.

In this example the letter D replaces each A appearing

in the original text. The example shown is based on the

Caesar cipher to be explained below.

The second method , transposition , rearranges the

characters without changing them)0 For example, the

word “encryption ” might be transposed to “iycernpotn. ”

This form of cipher is distinguished from the other two

in that more than one character is operated on at one

time, i.e., a group or block of characters comprising a

word or phrase. Transposition need not be limited to

- single words ; whole paragraphs could be transposed

provided the encryption algorithm could span that number

of characters.

The third method , addition , uses appropriate

algebraic transformation to opera te on the data and key

to produce the encrypted text.
11 Figure 4.3 shows two

- types of addition that may be performed on a text

stream. In the first example ; B added , modulo-26, to

U; yields the encrypted character, V. (The addition

assumes A =0 through Z =25, and any sum above 25 is

_ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~ - ---
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treated modulo 26, e.g., 29, modulo-26 3). In the

second method the letters are treated as five bit

(binary) numbers and modulo-2 addition is performed.

The resulting sum is converted back to a character.

Other forms of algebra could be performed on the data

by the encryption algorithm provided the algebra is

reversible. The encrypted text must be decrypted to

recover the exact same data as before encryption.

General Methods of Cryptanalyst

A Cryptanalyst, the intruder, is a person who uses

any method other than having the key , to decrypt infor-

mation previously encrypted in a system he knows or

has guessed. Although the assumption that the cryp-

analyst knows the cryptographic system is pessimistic,

the user of the system must accept that the intruder

will eventually determine the system used; the secrecy

must lie in the key .12 The most common method the

cryptanalyst employs to attack a cryptographic system

uses statistical analysis of intercepted , encrypted

information based on knowledge of the language character—

istics)3 Such statistical analysis uses letter or

word frequencies plus the inherent redundancy in natural

languages to break the cipher)4

To prevent the cryptanalyst from succeeding , the

cryptographic sys tem must d iffuse and confuse the

original text. These two methods will frustrate the
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statistical analysts of intercepted , encrypted text.15

The principle of diffusion spreads the known character—

istics of the language such as to lose the identifiable

t rai ts  among the whole of the text . This greatly

increases the amount of encrypted text required to

recover the needed statistics to decrypt the text. The

second principle, confusion, hides the known statistics

in such a way as to greatly increase the problem of

recovering them by making the relationship between the

encrypted text and the key very involved .

Types of Cryptographic Systems

This section covers various types of crytographic

systems used in past communications. These systems have

been grouped into three classes ; character substitution ,

stream trans formation , and block encryption. The systems

presented are intended to be representative of the various

methods used to secure data with the intention of pointing

to the weaknesses of these methods.

Character Substitution

Encryption algorithms that operate on each character

of text as a unit are separated into two general classes ,

monoalphabetic and polyalphabetic. A monoalphabetic

substitution uses one key alphabet in the encryption

process and the polyalphabetic subst i tut ion uses two or

more key alphabets .
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Monoalphabetic encryption algorithms are among the

oldest to be used. In general they can be divided into

three groups ; simple substitution (Caesar), Matrix

(Playfa i r), and Auto-key (self-keying). Figure 4.1 is an

example of the Caesar type. This type of encryption

derives its name from Julius Caesar who used a simple

form in his communications to Cicero.16 The play fair

encryption algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.4. This

system was devised by the ancient Greek writer , Polybius .17

The playfair system has the advantage of converting the

alphabet of 26 characters into a system of a smaller

number of symbols)7 In the example shown in Figure 4.4,

the letter A is converted to number 52. These numbers

can easily be transmitted- in a communications system.

The third type is called auto—key invented by Blaise de

Vigen~re in 1586. The autokey uses a key word and then

the message itself to provide the long key stream used

to encrypt the message.18 In the example shown in

Figure 4.5, the key word QKXJS is used beginning the

encryption process. The f i r s t  letter of the message , B ,

is add modulo-26 to the first letter of the key word , Q,

resulting in the letter R. This process continues until

all the letters of the key word are used. Then , the

-- message becomes the key , i.e., B becomes the next key

letter. There are many variations and combinations on

these three methods.

— —  --- 
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Message . B O T Y ’ G H T  T H R E E
Encrypt ion  Key U X T K E L H D A Y 0
Encrypted Message... V L N 0 L E A K R C U

Note : B added , rnodulo—26 , to U equals V , etc .
Where a=O ,brl ,c=2 , . . . ,z= 25.

Modulo-26 Addition

Message Characters S E L L

Binary S u b s t i t u t i o n  10010 00010 010 11 01011
Key Character’ U X A K

Binary Substitution 10100 10111 00000 01010

Eno~-yj tod B i n ar y  00110 10101 01011 00001

Enci -y pted Ch ~u-ac tor-s C V L B

No to : Modu 1 o- -2 Add i ti on: O-t O’—O
1 + Or~ 1

1+ 1=0
Where A~-0 0 O OO , B~ OO0O 1 , C OOO 1O , .. ,Z 11001, and

2=11 010 ,.... ,7r~11111 .

Modui.o-2 Addi tion

F I GU R E 11.3

ADDI TIVE ENCRYPTION

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Second Number

- -  
_ 1 2 3~~~~ 5
1 G E V T O

2 H R L X Z

First Number 3 S I J Y D U —

4 B N K F Q

5 W  A C  P M

Note : I and J Both Equal 32

Sample Matrix

Message............ S E L L P E N

Encrypted Message..  31 12 23 23 1~ 12 42

Sample Message

FIGURE 4.4

PLAYFAIR ENCRYPTION
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Initial Key.. . .QKXJS

Message Bought Ten Shares

Message B O U G H T  T E N  S H A R E S

Key St rL -am Q K X J  S B 0 U G lI T T E N S

KEY MESS
E:uiy ; L -d :J3~~~:L:t~ ;e . . . H Y H P Z V H Y T Z A T V H

FIGURE Ii~~5

ENCRYPTION
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The major weakness of these monoalphabetic encryp-

tion algorithms lies in their inability to diffuse or

confuse the characteristics of the language used. The

cry p t ana lys t uses the letter frequency of the encrypted

text to determine probable clear text characters. For

example , in English the letter “E” is most frequent.

Another characteristic is letter pairing . In English the

pairs TI-I, QU, ST, and RE occur with a relatively high

frequency ; while the pairs AO and 01 occur relative ly

infrequent. Word characteristics , such as the frequent

use of THE and single letter words A and I, provide the

third method used by the cryptanalyst)9

Polyal phabetic substitution uses more than one key

alphabet to encrypt the text. Figure 4.6 shows a typical

system using 26 alphabets. In the example shown the

alphabets are listed in rotated alphabetic order; a

stronger system would use 26 random order alphabets.

The in terception of the Nth letter of the key word or

phrase (on the vertical axis) and the Nth letter of the

clear text (on the horizontal axis) provides the encrypted

character.20 As pointed out by Shannon , if the table is

- - random and a random key phrase at least as long as the

message is used, then in theory the encrypted text is

perfect and cannot be broken.
21 When used by hand this

system was subject to error and was not extensively used

- - , 22
after its invention in the 1800 s. 
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ABCD 1~FCHIJKI.J ~NO P QI-~STUVW XYZ

A abcdef ~ hijk1mnopqrstuvwxyz
B bcdefghi~ jkl :nn opqr stuvwxyza
C ccIof ghi j klmnop qrs tuvwxyzab
D dofghi  j }:lmriopq r stuvvixy~ abc
F e fgh i j k imnopq rstuvwxyzabcd
F f g h ij k ~ rnr:opqi~ ;tu vwxyzabc do
G ghi j Ic lr r inopq i -~i tuvwxyzabcdef
H hi j k lmn opqrs tuvwxyzabcdefg
I I j k lmnopqr stuvwxyzabcdefgh
J j klmnopqrc tuvwxyzabcdcighi
K kl:nnopqrstuvwxyzahcedfghi j
L lmn opq r stuvwxyza bcdefgh i jk

Key N mnopqrstuvwxyzabcdofglii jkl
Stream N nopqrs luvwxyz abcdef ~ hi. jk lm

O opqr s tuvwxyzabc defg hi jkl mn
P pqrstuvwxyzabcdefghi j k lmn o
Q qr s tuvwxyzabcdefghi  j k.1 mnop
R r stuvwxyzabcdofghi  j klnmopq
S s tuvwxyzabcdefgh i  jk lmi iopqr
T tuvwxyzahc dof ~ hi. j kl innopq rs
U uvwxyza l c d of g h i  j k im no pqr s t
V VWX~~Z abc do f~’:h i. j I cimno pq r~ tu
W wxy~~i bcdef(~h.i j IcJ mnopq i-.-~ tuv
X xy-i.abcdof ~~hl jki innopq i ~;tuvw
Y y:’.al)c (I el h.i ~i k I inno j~q - : ;  Liivwx
Z ~abcdeighi j1-:]mnop~ rn tuvwxy -

Sample Table 
- 

S E L L A I, L S H A J~ E S

Key.... 0 X U Y F A Z L V H R K F

Encrypted Nos~ a~ e.  . G 13 F J F L K Z C H I 0 X

Sample  I l e :~~~ o

F TGU1 -~E )j . 6
P0J 1YAl~Fi1A 1~FTTC FN C I~YFTT ON

L - - - 
- -~~-~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I
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Stream Transformations

- - Stream Transformations are intended to operate

(encrypt) a continuous stream of information as found

on a digita l communications link. One of the earliest

attempts to develop equipment that would encrypt digital

communications automatically was done by Gilbert S. Vernam

of American Telephone and Telegraph Company in 1918.23

Vernam proposed a form of teletypewriter equipment that

would automatically change the input key stream to an

encrypted form using a long papertape as an additive

key. The major advantage of the equipment allowed the

encryption process to be accomplished automatically

just prior to transmission and decryption just after

reception. These automatic operations increased the

speed of encryption/decryption and reduced the chance

of human error. In operation , the key tape (a long pre—

punched tape of random Baudo t char acter s) is added

modulo— 2 (exclusive ored) to the text to be trans-

mitted. At the receiving end , the similar key tape is

again added modulo—2 recovering the original text. The

system uses modulo-2 addition since the Baudot code used

- with teletypewri ters consis ts of five binar y bits for

- each charcter.

- .  The ma jor weakness of the single tape Vern am system

lies in its use of a 32 by 32 polya lphabet for the key

- - 
tape. If the key repeats as in the originally designed 

—— --
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system , the cryptanalyst can use the previously discussed

methods to break the encryption process and recover the

data.24 A system using a key tape only once that is

composed of random Baudot characters and is at least as

long as the message can make the system theoretical

secur e . 25 However , the number of keys required and

their length makes the key system administratively

unsupportable.

In an attempt to increase the effective key tape

length, Lyman F. Morehouse of AT&T suggested using two

tapes, one of length 1000 and one of length 999 charac-

ters.26 The first tape, U, and the second tape, V , are

both added to the data producing the encrypted text.

After stepping through the U tape completely , the V tape

steps once. In this manner an apparent key length of V

times U is crea ted , i.e., 999,000 characters long.

Bryant Tuckerman of IBM has recently shown that thc.

effective key length is not V times U but rather (V+U ) to

• 5 (V+U) depending on the type of text intercepted . Using

- computer programs developed by Tuckerman , the structures

of the tapes can be recovered with as few as 100 (U+V)

characters of encrypted text even if the unencrypted data

- 27is unknown .

The second form of stream transformation involves

the use of pseudoran dom binary stream implemen ted with

r shif t re gisters as used in most currently available

-~
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commercial equipment. This form of encryption operates

on the input data producing an apparently random stream

of characters. However the binary key stream will

re pea t af ter ~~~~ bits , where n equals the number of

stages in the shift register. If n equals sixteen, then

the key stream will begin to repeat after 32768 bits.

Figure 4.7 shows a typical linear shift register circuit

used to encrypt and decrypt data.29 The operations on

the data by the sift register are linear since an

modulo-2 addition is performed and no multiplication is

performed . The two key variables are the settings of

the switches, Sl to Sn providing the feedback paths and

the settings of switch Il to In provides the initial

condition setup. The encryption process uses these

initial conditions plus the previously sent data to

encrypt the next bit, i.e., future encryption depends on

past encrypted data. Errors introduced in the encrypted

data stream are extended to the subsequent data. This

error extension resul ts in more than one bit in error for

a single bit error. Due to the effects of error exten-

sion , the data to be encrypted should be divided into

blocks and each block headed by a group of known data

to insure synchronization . Without the destination

being synchronize d wi th the or igina tor , a complete loss

of data is possible resulting in a barrier to communica-

tions rather than securing the communications link .
30 

- —-  __ __ I__ __ _ _ _ _  ---- ----- 
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PSEUDORANDOM ENCODER/DECODER
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The need for cryptographic synchronization creates

the opening for the cryptanalyst to break the encryption

process.31 “Only a limited amount of information——on the

order of 2n (n = thc number of shift—register stages) bits

of enciphered text and the corresponding message——is

enough to break the code.” 32 The synchronization pattern

or standardized parts of the message could provide all

the known text required to break the ciphen. The solu-

tion process involves the use of a set of N linear

equations where N is the number of shift register stages.

Using well known rules of matrix operation , the N equa-

tions are solved resulting in the key used to encrypt the

data.33 These solution algorithms can be easily pro-

grammed on a computer giving rapid solutions to the

matirx.

The addition of nonlinear stages involving the use

of multiplication to the shift-registers can increase

the protection by several orders of magnitude when used

in conjunction with a mixing transformation .
34 A typical

transformation is the deVries cipher which will be

discussed below.

Block Encryption

Block encryption algor ithms differ from character

substitution and stream transformation in that the block

encryption algorithm operates on more than one character

at a time. The basic procedures used require multiple

I
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steps. First, the data is segmented into blocks of a

predetermined length. Then using a series of character

substitutions or transformations , the plain text is con-

verted into the cipher text. The number and type of

operations vary from system to system. The substitution ,

the transformation , or both may involve the use of a key.

After all encryption steps are completed , the communica-

tions system transfers the encrypted data to the destina-

tion. There the inverse algorithm is appplied to recover

the plain text. The block size of the plain text and the

cipher text are usually the same length .35 Any errors

introduced by the communi cations system to the encrypted

block will affect only that block if there is no inter—

block dependency . -

An example of a simple block encryption. system is

the deVries cipher. The process consists of a two step

substitution using binary groups to represent the charac-

ters. Figure 4.8 shows a typical set of groups that

exhibit the necessary comma free (not requiring separators

to distinguish each character from the adjoL.ing one)

properties.36 The binary groups are concatenated

together and then separated into groups of five bits.

These new groups determine the letter from the lower

list to be transmitted . This system has the advantage

of diffusing the language characteristics and making

the cryptanalyst’s job more difficult. 

_ _ _ _
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E 000
T 001 1 1000 F 11000 Y 111000 K 1111001

A 0100 S 1001 C 11001 P i i iOOi  X 1111010
0 0101 1! 1010 N 11010 W 111010 J 1111011

N 0110 D 10110 U 110110 13 111011 Q 1111100
H 0111 L 10111 G 110111 V 1111000 Z 1111101

Comm a Free Substituti on List

A 00000 B 00001 C 00010 D 00011 E 00100

F 00101 G 00110 II 00111 I 01000 J 01001

K 01010 L 01011 N 01100 N 01101 0 01110
P Oiiii Q 10000 R 10001 S 10010 T 10011

U 10100 V 10101 W 10110 X 10111 V 11001
Z 11001 2 11010 3 11011 ~ 11100 5 11101

6 11110 7 11111 -

Five Bit Group Substitution

Message S E L L 0 I L

C omma -rc - c. .. 1001 100 1C 1Il ioij i i O lOj i . ioool 10111
Five Bit 10010 ~01O1 11101 ~t1010 ~I10O0 ~t011i

Encrypted. - - . S F 5 2 Y X

Sample Mem ;~ago

FIGU RE I~.8

DEVWrES ENCRYPT I ON
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The second example of a block encryption system

is the Lucifer device developed by IBM . This sytem

uses repeated substitutions and t ransformations on a

block of sixteen , eight bit characters for a total

block length of 128 bits using a key of the same length.37

The Lucifer system algorithm provided the bases for the

FIPS PUB 46 Data Encryption Standard to be discussed

next. -

FIPS PUB 46 Encryption Algori thm

Background

On Juriuary 15, 1977 the Secretary of Commerce

approved the adoption of a data encryption standard

published in the Federal Information Processing Stan-

dards (FIPS) Publication (PUB) 46, Data Encryption

Standard (hereafter referred as PUB 46 DES.) The

standard is based on the Lucifer system developed by

IBM . IBM has granted royalty free use of the patent

associated with their algorithm . The development of

the algorithm was based on work done by Horst Feistel ,

William A. Notz , and J. Lynn Smith.38 In the original

form , the block size was 128 bits with a 128 bit key.

As adopted , the algorithm uses a block of 64 bits and

1. 64 bit key consisting of 56 key bits and eight parity

bits.39

I
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Description

The algorithm uses a recirculating block product

c_pher with all bits of the block being encrypted at

once. The block size of 64 bits approximates eight ASCII

characters (eight, eight bit, bytes.) The algorithm

alternately performs linear permutations , reordering of

the bits , and nonlinear substitution. These operations

repeat sixteen times insuring a thorough mixing of the

data.

Figure 4.9 depicts the block diagram of the algorithm

operation.4° After an initial permutation , the data is

subjected to sixteen iterations of the substitution and

permutation operators. Each iteration uses the rightmost

32 bits of the block and one of sixteen , 48 bit selections

from the key as shown in Figure 4.10.41 The rightmost 32

bits form the leftmost 32 bits of the next iteration. To

form the rightmost 32 bits for the next iteration , the

rightmost 32 bits of this iteration are subjected to the

operations depicted in Figure 4.11.
42 The resulting bits

are then exclusive-ored with the leftmost 32 bits of this

- - 
iteration. All sixteen iterations follow this procedure

1.. except the last. After the exclusive-or operation the
- 

- rightmost and leftmost 32 bits are exchanged and then

the inverse of the initial permutation is applied .

Decryption is performed using the exact same sequence

except that the sixteen sets of 48 bit keys are selected in

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _  _ _ _ _ _
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Data Input

‘64 Bits

m l  tial

Permutation

Key Input ‘64 Bits

64 Bits 16

~~~T:~~~ 

~~~~3~~~~~~~~ omputn on 

7l te ra t ions

Selec t ions  64 Bits -

Triv cr~ e In it i a l

l’c i n m u  ~:mti omm

614 Bits

Data Output

FiGU RE 11. 0

- - 
BLOCK DIAG R AM OF PUll 46 DES
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Data to be Encrypted

L Rn n
32 Bits 32 Bits

(leftmost) (Ri ghtmost)

+ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

K~

L~ ÷ 1 R~÷1

32 Bits 32 Bits

FIGURE L~~10

ENCRYPTION ITERATION

-. -~~~~~~~~ -“- -.--._ -- -------- .
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ts

6~~Bits L I Li
- _ S2 L~JzJi~J~J ~~ll I B i t m ;  ‘1p 1 

32 
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B i t s

~~~~~- m u t a t i o m m  )
F IG U R E 4.11
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reverse order. This allows the same equipment to be

used to encrypt and decrypt a block. A detailed descrip-

tion of the substitution , data permutation , and key permu-

tation is contained in FIPS PUB 46.

At tributes

The basic question asked of the algorithm is how

secure is it? The exact amount of security is a function

of the amount of work required to break the code. To

date, there have not been any reported cases of a properly

implemented system being broken. The National Bureau of

Standards asked the National Security Agency , NSA , to

investigate the security of the algorithm. The Agency

reported the algorithm was very effective.
43 “In its

secur ity func tion , NSA creates and supervises the crypto-

graphy of all U.S. government agencies.”44 In short, NSA

is the expert agency on cryptographic systems in the

United States. “With a 56 bit key (256 = 7.2 x 1016)

if each tr ial took one microsecond (which is not really

possible today), it would take over one thousand years

f. to find the key” by trial and error methods.45 Since the

algorithm has been designed to be highly resistant to

• statistical attack , only governments would have the

necessary money and resources to break the cipher.
46

Due to the high degree of mixing in the algorithm,

1. small changes in the plain text, key, or cipher text

produce large changes in the decrypted text or cipher

- 1

~ 
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text. Figure 4.12 illustrates these effects.47 As seen

in the examples Al6 and Al8, a single bit change in the

key greatly changes the resulting cipher text. Examples

Al9 and A20 exhibit similar action for a single bit change

in the plain text. Due to the high degree of mixing , a

single bit error in the cipher text could be expected to

have an effect on all eight characters of the 64 bit

block .48 In summary , the algorithm performs five dis-

tinctly separate transformations on the data ; keyed trans-

position , key addition , keyed nonlinear trans formation ,

permutation , and convolution.49 These steps insure a

complete confusion and thorough d i f fus ion  of the data.

Implementation

The algorithm is intended to be implemented using

hardware rather than software technology . Possible hard-

ware consists of Large Scale Integration (LSI) or by

using Medium Scale Integration (MSI) such as the 7400

series Transistor Transistor Logic (TTL) circuits.5°

Im plemen tat ions using Microprocessors with the algorithm

and control program in Read Only Memory (ROM) are also

51within the standard .

The algorithm has been implemented in various ways.

Most of the early implementations have been in sof tware ,

- 
primarily for testing the security of the algorithm.

The amount of time to encrypt a 64 bit block varies from

--
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one hundred microseconds for large computers and 50,000

microseconds for minicomputers .52 About 160 TTL inte-

grated circuits are required to implement the algorithm ,

hold the key, and provide interface logic to the

communications system.53 The Motoral Corporation plans

to offer a single card system using the 6800 micropro-

cessor. The unit would sell for about $500 in single

units. The Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

is designing a LSI implementation of the algorithm using

four specially designed circuits. Figure 4.13 is a block

diagram of the LSI implementation . Initial cost should

be about $200 with the price dropping to about $20 as

demand increases.54

Application to Data Stream

In general , two methods can be used in the applica-

tion of a cryptographic system to digital communications

systems , link by link and end to end. Link by link

application encrypts the data only on the communications

- , links and not within the data switching centers. End to

end application encrypts the data prior to entry into

the communications system and decrypts the data only on

exit from the communications system.

- - Link by Link

As shown in Figure 4.14, each link of the communica-

tions system requires two encryption devices . )\ message
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Data Data
I fl)IU t Ou I j iu t

Control Input~3 
/t

Four
0 Fairchild

C1 —)  9~414 Chip s
E/D
cLK

1’ 4’
Key Key Parity

Input Error
Output

Definition of Control Inputs :
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is encrypted at the originating end with a key, Ki. I 
-

This key, Ki , must then be available at the switching

center. In general , each link requires a pair of encryp-

tion devices and a separate key. The separate keys are

required to reduce the amount of traffic sent with any

one key. If the message crosses four links and the same

key is used on each link , then the amount of information

in the key is four times the traffic volume. The number

of keys and devices required for link by link encryption

results in a potentiall y more expensive secure system

than compared with end to end.

Since each link is encrypted and then decrypted , the

link control and message header information is available

in the clear for switching centers to route the messages.

In effect, the use of link by link encryption is trans—

parent to the communications system except as discussed

in the next chapter on asynchronous communications proto-

cols using block encryption.

Link encryption provides adequate protection against

wiretapping . It does not protect against interception

while in the switching center nor against potential mis-

routes , sending to the wrong addressee.55 Link by link

encryption can not currently be used with common carrier
- 

- .  

systems such as TWX and TELEX. These systems currently

- ~: make no provisions for cryptographic systems at the

switching centers.

U
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End to End

With end to end encryption , only the originator and

the addressees possess the key used to encrypt or decrypt

the data. Since only the subscribers encrypt and decrypt

the data, the number of cryptographic devices is reduced

to the number of subscribers of the communications system.

This reduction in the number of devices and keys results

in a potential savings as compared with link by link

encryption -

Using end to end encryption , requires that any link

control or message header information required for

message switching remain unencrypted. To accomplish

this, the cryptographic device must be able to distinguish

between the message header and the text. Therefore, end

to end encryption devices could cost more , individually,

than the link by link devices.

End to end encryption fully protects the message

against wiretapping , misroutes, and interception within

the switching center. Both public and private communi-

cations systems may be used.56 Since only the addressees

will have the decryption key, all potential addressees

- - 

must be identified and provided with keys. The use of

- 
multiple keys allows several levels of security ; several

-- communities of interest can exist on the secured

f r communications network.

- I -

_________________ ______________________
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The next two chapters will examine the application

of FIPS PUB 46 Data Encryption Standard to digital commu-

nications systems using various protocols, both asynchro-

nous ~nd synchronous.

~
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CHAPTER V

APPLICATION OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM TO

ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS

This chapter will examine the application of FIPS

PUB 46 Data Encryption Standard to two asynchronous

character oriented , control procedures. The first pro-

cedure is a typical uncontrolled link between a terminal

and a remote computer. The second control procedure

uses the ANSI data link control procedure for two—way

alternate , switched point-to-point operation.
1 The

approach for the suggested design of the cryptographic

device outlined in this chapter and the next assumes that

the communications link between the modem and the ter-

minal, or computer , is opened and the cryptographic

device inserted with the least impact on the existing

system.

This chapter examines the actions and operations of

the cryptographic system involved in the transfer of

encrypted information through the communication system

• using the block encryption/decryption algorithm of PUB 46

Data Encryption Standard . The first section of the

chapter covers the user of a link by link cryptographic

system and the second section covers the use of an end-.

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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to-end cryptographic system. Each section will first

discuss the pertinent aspects of the communications and

cryptographic systems. The effects on operation ,

information throughput, and error rate will then be dis-

cussed .

Uncontrolled Link Operation

Description of Typical System

Uncontrolled link operations using asynchronous

characters are typical of many applications intended to

provide the simplest possible communications between a

remote terminal and a computer. Examples of such systems

include time sharing systems and remote data entry ter-

minals. The terminal in -this example is connected to

the remote computer by a dedicated , two-wire, voice grade

telephone link. The modems operate the physical link as

two logical simplex channels using Frequency-Shift Keying

(FSK) as shown in Figure 3.3. The characters are struc-

tured with one start bit, seven data bits , a parity bit,

and one stop bit (a total of ten bits). The signalling

rate of 300 bits per second results in thir ty characters

per second as the maximum transfer rate. V

- -. Each of the logical, simplex channels provides an

uncontrolled communications path. One path transfers

characters from the terminal to the remote computer.

The other path provides communications in the reverse

-V
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direction. Since the links are uncontrolled, error

control and transmission control information are pro-

vided out of channel by voice communications between the

terminal and computer operators.

Data is sent from either the terminal’s keyboard or

papertape reader and is received on either the terminal’s

printer or papertape punch. A message from the keyboard

is typically a short sequence of characters of varying

length. The rate of entry of the characters depends on

the typing skill of the operator. The papertape reader

provides the means to enter long prepared messages.

These messages are read and transmitted at a fixed rate

of thirty characters per second . Data arrives at the

terminal at a fixed rate of thirty characters per second

from the computer. The message is either printed on

paper or punched on papertape. Although the terminal

generates and receives a parity bit for each character,

the terminal takes no action based on a parity error.

Application of PUB 46 DES

This section will examine the implementation of a

- 
- 

cryptographic system based on the Data Encryption Standard

to the uncontrolled communications link described above.

As an uncontrolled link does not require control infor—

- mation to remain unencrypted or to be decrypted for error

control and message switching, the basic design of the

~
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cryptographic device will equally apply to various forms

of controlled communications links using link by link

encryption. The major consideration in this design

requires that the timely flow of information is not

unduly delayed by the encryption process. While this

section deals with the appliation of encryption to an

uncontrolled , asynchronous communications link ,’ the

functional design of the device is applicable to link by

link encryption systems needing only to be tailored by

software changes to the microprocessors to meet the

specific system requirements.

To be able to maintain a timely transfer of infor-

mation using block encryption , the encryption device

must add any necessary “null” characters to fill out a

block. The PUB 46 algorithm operates on 64 bits repreA

senting eight characters in this example. The eighth

initial characters transferred out of the terminal , or

computer , will be delayed to comprise the initial block

to be encrypted . After this initial delay , data trans—

V ferred through the encryption device is transparent to

• - the communications system as long as the data flow is

continuous and in multiples of eight characters. If the

data appears at an irregular rate slower than thirty

characters per second or if the data is not in multiples

of eight characters, the encryption device must fill an

uncompleted block with “nulls” to insure that the data

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - — —“~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- . -
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contained in the unfilled block is not delayed . The

decryption device must remove the “nulls ” and deliver

the data to the receiver (computer or terminal). The

ASCII code set provides a NULL character (seven zero bits)

that could be used to fill a block before encryption.

- 

Any unused combination of bits not needed to carry infor- V

- 

mation could also be used.

In this example the NULL character is used to fill a

block. The encryption device continuously examines the

- data line from the terminal (or computer) . When a

aracter is detected , the device stores the character.

eight characters have been received , the device

encrypts the block and transmits the encrypted block to

- the distant end. After a fixed period of time (equal to

• one or more character times), the encryption device would

fill out a partial block with NULL characters , encrypt

the block , and then transmit it. The receiving decryp—

I tion device examines each decrypted block and moves any

NULL characters found. The remaining characters are

transferred to computer (or terminal).

Figure 5.1 is a block diagram of a suggested arrange-

ment of hardware for an encryption/decryption device.

[ This arrangement is intended to allow the terminal or

I 
computer to be unplugged from the modem and the crypto—

graphic device to be inserted . Data clocking must be

I
I

L~-.
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provided to the cryptographic device from either the

modem or the terminal (or computer). The cryptographic

device develops its own clocking for the encryption

process. The “data set ready ” signal from the modem is

“ANDed” with the cryptographic device ready . This new

“data set ready ” is supplied to the terminal or computer

indicating that the communications and cryptographic

= equipment are ready.

Data received from the terminal , computer , or modem

is converted from RS232C levels of +6, —6 volts to TTL

levels of +5, 0 volts. A Universal Synchronous Asynchron-

ous Receiver/Transmitter (USART) converts the received

serial data to parallal characters removing the start

and stop bits. The microcomputer stores the received

character. After eight data characters have been

received or after the microcomputer times out the block

and adds the necessary NULL characters , the microcomputer

trdnsfers the block to the encryption element . Z~fter the

encryption process is completed, the block is transferred

back to the microcomputer. The microcomputer then trans-

fers the data back to the USART for transmission to the

modem, computer , or terminal. The output of the USART

is converted from TTL levels back to R5232C levels.

The decryption process is nearly the same as outlined

I above with two exceptions. First , the cryptographic

device is set for decryption. Second , after decryption ,

3

I

~ 
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all NULL characters are removed .

The key used to encrypt the data can be placed

dire tly into the cryptographic device or into the

microcomputer. The key could be inserted through the

use of 16 hexadecimal switches or from a magnetic strip

card reader such as used with bank credit cards. Each

user of the terminal arranges with the computer operator

to have the appropriate key placed in the cryptographic

device at the computer end of the communications link.

After the control program for the microprocessor

has been verified to be correct and error free, the

program should be placed in read only r~-~inorv to comply

with PUB 46 DES requirements. The general design of the

cryptographic system now is hardware/firmware rather than

software.

The circuits to do the encryption and decryption

could be the Fairchild 9414 LSI chip set. The set is

composed of four , forty pin, chips each performing a

part of the encryption/decryption process. With a 200

nanosecond clock period , the 9414 requires only 6.4

microseconds to process one block of data. Thus1 the

cryptographic system should be able to handle data rates

in excess of 9600 bits per second on a half-duplex or

full—duplex circuit. The block diagram of the 9414 set

is shown in Figure 4.13.
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Eff ects on Communications System

There are two major potential effec ts on the commu-

nications system caused by the addition of the crypto—

graphic system. The first relates to information through-

put. As outlined in the above section , the channel is

continuously busy, although not alway s sending informa—

tion. One advantage of this arrangement is that a person

wire tapping the circuit could not detect the beginning

and end of messages. On the other hand , the continuous

transfer of characters could be a problem in a Time

Division Multiplexed system if the system is designed to

use the delay time between human typed characters. The

logic of the proposed system could be modified to trans-

mit a block containing “nulls” only if there was at

least one data character (non “null”) in the block.

This would reduce the potential overhad , “null” charac-

ters. In the example outlined above, the added “null”

characters do not present a problem since the link is V

dedicated to terminal/computer operation.

The second major effect is the impact on error

conditions introduced by the communications system. As

discussed in chapter four , a single bit in error in a
- - data block af ter encryption will result in many bits in

error in the decrypted block. Thus a single bit error

could result in all the characters in the block being in

error. For an uncontrolled operation , this error

ii
--V —V---- .- V-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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extension does not change the operation except that

more data may be received in error requiring the oper-

ators to call and request more retransmissions . Error

recovery in the communications link would require at most

one block to overcome the disruption of the link. Dis-

ruption caused by the use of the wrong cryptographic key

is a potential. Such disruptions would require human

operation intervention to change to the correct key.

Controlled 4synchronous

Description of Typical System

In this example , the data to be secured passes

through a digital communications network using two-way

alternate, switched point—to-point communications . The

exact details of this procedure are described in ANSI

X3.28—l976.2 The discussion in this section assumes the

connection to the communications network has been com-

pleted and both the subscriber and the network are ready

to transfer information. The cryptographic system in

this example operates in the end-to-end mode; thus, the

information necessary for message switching and error

control must be transmitted in an unencrypted form.

Figure 5.2 is a block diagram of the system.

The message serves as the method of informat ion

• transfer . As discussed in chapter three , the message

is composed of three parts; the header , the text, and

:1
4— ~~~~—..•.• ‘.-.~-— V——-—-——- _ V - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —
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S.

the trailer. The header contains the information

required to identify , control , and route the message as

it passes through the communications network . In this

example the trailer and the individual character parity

bits provide the error detection . The message header

begins with the ASCII character , SOil, and ends with STX.

The text of the message is contained between the STX and

the ETX characters. The message trailer consists of the

ETX chracter and the Block Check Character , BCC. The

BCC is the exclusive-or of the characters, without parity

bit, of the message. All characters after the SOil inclu-

ding the ETX are used in computing the BCC.
3 The encryp-

tion/decryption process will operate on the text charac-

ters of the message excluding the STX and ETX. The

message is sent as one continues transmission . Figure

5.2 contains a diagram of the message structure.

In addition to messages containing text information ,

there are control messages sent between the subscriber

and the network . These control messages are used to

accept the message from the master, ACK , or to request

retransmission of the message , NAK . If the master

does not receive a reply after sending a message to the

network , another control mess age , ENQ , is sent. The data

messages are sent by the master and control messages are

sent by either the slave or the master. To reverse roles

the master sends an EOT character and assumos the slave

I
I
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state. On receiving the EOT, the slave assumes the

master state and send any data messages ready for trans-

mission.4 The control messages must be transmitted

unencrypted .

Each character sent in the communications system

consists of seven bits plus an eighth parity bit. The

control characters have the bit configurations shown in

- columns 0 and 1 of Table 3.1. The BCC character is

seven bits plus an eighth parity bit. The text of the

- 
, message consists of only the 64 characters contained in

= columns 2, 3 , 4, and 5 of Table 3.1.

Application of PUB 46 DES

When added to the communications system , the crypto—

- . graphic system must not change those portions of a

- message used to control the transfer of information.

The cryptographic system must be able to identify the

-
~~ text of the message from all other communications on

the link . The resulting encrypted text must comply with

the characteristics of the communications characters.

In this example the encrypted characters must appear to

be from the set of 64 allowed text characters and have

the proper parity bit. Since the characters of the text

1 are changed , a new 13CC must be computed for the entire

I 
message.

The basic design of the cryptographic system is

I
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like that in Figure 5.1 with the difference being in

the software of the microporcessor. The microprocessor

examines the incoming characters from the subscriber

-- looking for the message text. After finding the STX

character , the microprocessor divides the text into ten

character groups. If an ETX character occurs before a

ten character group is completed , the group is filled

with the “SPACE” characters to yield ten characters.

- 
After encryption is completed , the microprocessor

expands the 64 bit encrypted block to eleven valid

characters and computes the BCC character. When the last

group has been sent, the microprocessor sends an ETX and

the new BCC. The new BCC is computed based on the unen-

crypted message header and trailer, and the encrypted

text.

To simplify the following discussions, the bits of

a character are numbered as follows: p 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

The P bit is the parity bit and bits 1—7 are the

informa tion bits.

The ten characters of a group must be reduced from

80 bits to 64 bits before encryption. As discussed above

there are only 64 different characters (from Table 3.1,

j columns 2,3,4 and 5); thus , only six bits are required

to represent a character. The structure of the ASCII

code allows bit seven to be dropped resulting in the

-

~ i 
de8ired six bit characters. The parity bit and bit

H’ 
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seven of each of the ten characters in the group to

be encrypted are dropped. The microporcessor concate-

nates the ten, six bit characters together resulting in

a new .. hiock Four bits , zeros , are concatenated

to the ~n; in the 64 bit block for encryption.

- 
- - 

cion , the microprocessor separates the

64 bit encrypted block into eleven ASCII characters.

j The 64 bit block is segmented into ten, six bit charac-

- 
ters and one, four bit segment. Two bits are concate—

nated to the end of the four bit segment to give a six

bit character. To convert the six bit characters back

to valid ASCII characters the microprocessor sets bit

seven to a one and computes the proper parity , P bit.

- - 
These eleven ASCII characters are used to compute the

j . new, partial BCC.

- The decryption process is the reverse of the above

procedure. The received characters are segmented into

- eleven character groups, bits seven and P are removed ,

bits two and one of the eleventh character are removed,

and the resulting 64 bit block decrypted . The micro-

-- processor converts the decrypted 64 bit block by dropping

the last four bits and separates the remaining 60 bits

into ten ASCII characters. The new BCC is then computed.

—
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- Effects on Communications Systems

The throughput on the communications system could be

reduced by the addition of a cryptographic system . As

discussed above, ten text characters are converted to

eleven encrypted characters. This is a potential reduc-

tion in system throughput of ten percent and a corre-

sponding increase in overhead . To accornodate this

decrease in throughput, either existing unused channel

capacity must be available or a channel with higher

capacity must be acquired . Most commercial , digital

communications networks charge based on the number of

words or characters . Thus , the increase in the number

of text words after encryption by ten percent would

result in a high cost for the communications service.

One possible method of reducing the overhead , and

increasing the throughput , would be to use a larger

grouping size. A grouping of 128 unencrypted characters

would result in 128 encrypted characters without any

additional overhead . The encryption process for 128

characters would be divided into twelve blocks of 64 bits.

Increasing the group size may not be acceptable to

communications system operations due to the increased

amount of buffer space in the microprocessor , increased

- - 

delay time to encrypt a b lock , and increased overhead

for messages shorter than 128 text characters . 

—.
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The encryption process will change the efrect of

undetected errors on the message . As the message passes

through the communications network , each receiving switch

or subscriber checks the character parity and BCC bits

for errors. If an error is found the receiver requests

a retransmission . Using character parity and a BCC for

error detection , the number of undetected errors is

reduced by one hundred to one thousand .5 Thus, with

typical error rates of one bit in error for each ten

thousand sent, the undetected error rate is of the order

• . 7 8 6of one bit in 10 to 10 characters sent. A single bit

error within an encrypted group of eleven characters

can be expected to change at least half the bits in the

decrypted group of ten characters and to change all the

characters in the block. Therefore a single undetected

bit error in the encrypted text can reasonably be

expected to change ten characters rather than one.

As described , the cryptographic system does not

check for and act on errors in the received data. A

change to the design could be made . Any errors detected

- 

~~

. by changes to character parity or the resulting BCC for

the encrypted data could be forced into the decrypted

data. Thus, af ter detecting the error , the subscriber

would request a retransmission from the communications

network by sending a NAK control message.

1
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CHAPTER V

Footnotes

1. American National Standard Procedures for the Use
of the Comznuhication Control Charact~~s ot AmerT~~n
National Standard Code for Information Interchange
in Specified Data Communication Links, American
National Standards Institute , 1976, X328—l976 , p.32.

2. Ibid., p. 31.

3. Ibid., p. 28.

4. Ibid., p. 31.

5. James Martin, Security, Accuracy, and Privacy in
Computer Systems, Prentice Hall Inc., 1973 ,
p. 99.

6. Ibid., p. 99. 
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CHAPTER VI

APPLICATIONS OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

TO SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS

This chapter will discuss the application of a crypto-

graphic system to the Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC)

procedure. This procedure requires the timing between

characters and bits of a character to remain fairly con-

stant. The cryptographic process must not disrupt this

timing requirement. As in the previous chapter , the

cryptographic system is assumed to have been inserted

between the subscriber communications equipmerLL and the

modem allowing an existing system to be retrofited with

the cryptographic system .

This chapter discusses the SDLC protocol, the

communication system, and the cryptographic system. This

discussion attempts to cover the major aspects that are

impacted by the addition of the cryptographic system.

The last section of this chapter covers the effects of

the cryptographic device on the communications system.

Description of SDLC

The Synchronous Data Link Control , SDLC , procedure

developed by IBM, provides the synchronous communications

- - - -~~~~~~ - -- -_—- -— 
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protocol for either half-duplex or full-duplex link

operation. The SDLC procedure evolved , in part, from

the work done by the American National Standards

Institute on the American National Standard for Advanced

Data Communications Control Procedures (ADCCP). In

addition to IBM, the Honeywell Information Systems Incor-

porated (HIS) has implemented a protocol based on ADCCP..1

At least two manufacturers , Standard Microsystems and

Signetics, have developed an LSI chip to perform most

of the operations of the communications interface using

SDLC or ADCCP. The LSI chips replace as many as 50 TTL

chips.2

SDLC is based on a bit oriented protocol (as opposed

to character oriented) for synchronous communications

over either half-duplex or full-duplex links.3 The

protocol provides for the transfer of data and control

information across the communications link. The data

may consist of any number of bits with any representa-

tion. The text is transparent to the communications

process. The only constraint on the data requires that

if the data sent is not a multiple of eight bits, that

the data be fill ed with either ones or zeros to make it

a multiple of eight bits.

The unit of inforinatin exchange using SDLC is a

Frame. The basic structure.of the Frame is shown in

Figure 6.1. The Frame begins and ends with an eight

I
_ _ _ _ _  —-~~~~- ~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~--
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bit sequence called a Flag , 01111110. This sequence may

not appear anywhere else in the Frame . To prevent the

Flag sequence from falsely appearing in the Address ,

Control, Information , or Frame Check Sequence (FCS)

fields , the transmitting communications controller

inserts a zero bit after any sequence of five contiguous

one bits. The receiving communications controller scans

the incoming bit stream and removes any zero bit detected

after five contiguous one bits in all fields except the

Flag field. The adding of zero bits is called “bit

~i t u f f i  n q . ”

The second field shown in Figure 6.1 is the Address

field . This field is used to indicate the subscriber on

a polled link to receive the frame. The Address field ,

treated as an eight bit unit, may address a single or a

group of subscribers.4 A physical subscriber could be

composed of several logical subscribers each with a

separate address.

The third field , the Control field , provides the

instructions to the transmitting and receiving control-

lers necessary to insure a smooth , orderly flow of

information in a timely and error free manner. The

Control field comprises several subf ields used to effec t

the control and transfer of information . The structure

of the Control field operates to allow acknowledgments

V.- -

a. S 
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for up to seven frames. The specific definition and

operation of the Control field is contained in IBM publi-

cation GA 27-3093 , IBM Synchronous Data Link Control

General Information.

The Information field , if present, carries the data

to be transferred . Thre are no prior constraints on

content or structure of the information field except as

noted above. In general the length of the Information

field is such as to allow a timely transfer of informa-

tion on the link. Many small frames, as compared with

single large frame s, offer better throughput in comrnuni—

cations links subjected to errors. Only the frame con-

taining the error need be retransmitted .

The Frame Check Seqi~tence, FCS, provides the redun—

dant information required for error detection. The FCS

consists of sixteen bits developed as the remainder by

dividing the Address , Control, and Informa tion f ields

by the polynomial , X16 + X’2 + X5 + 1. This operation

is sometimes called “cyclic redundancy checking .” The

transmitting controller computes the FCS prior to “bit

stu f f i ng” and the FCS is “bit stuffed” to remove any

- - potential sequences of one bits longer than five contig—

- - uous one bits.5 The FCS is computed and checked for

each link in the communications network . If an error is

detected by the receiving controller , a retransmission

of the frame is requested using the appropriate Control 

-- -- ---~~~~~-~~~~~~ -~~~~ -V—- — - - -  V
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I
field in the reply Frame.

Description of Communications System

The communications network in the example has the

same block structure as contained in Figure 5.1. The

network receives a message consisting of one or more

frames from a subscriber. Based on information con-

tained in the header, the message is sent to one or

more other subscribers . To accomplish this routing

function the communications network must be able to

access the message header in an unencrypted form. The

message trailer needs only to consist of an end of

message indicator since the error control is contained

in the Frame Check Sequence of each Frame .

Figure 6.2 illustrates the basic message format

and the method of segmenting the message into the Infor-

mation fields for Frames. The message header may be less

than one Frame , exactly one Frame , or be more than one

Frame long. Part of the data would be added to the

message header to complete a Frame. A total message

may consist of many Frames or be completely contained

in one Frame. The start of the message header contain—

ing the routing information for the communications

switches is indicated by the two ASCII characters , DLE
V 

and SOH. The two ASCII characters , DLE and STX , m di-

cate the start of message test; that part of the message

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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to be encrypted . The end of text is indicated by the

two ASCII characters, DLE and ETX. The DLE character

is required to insure that control characters; SON, STX,

and ETX ; are not confused with the encrypted text. The

use of the DLE character will be further discussed

below.

Application of PUB 46 DES

In this example the encryption device will operate

in the end to end mode. The message header and trailer

and the SDLC Flag, Address , Control, and Frame Check

Sequence must remain unencrypted . The cryptographic

device is to be added to the system in such a manner as

to not disrupt the flow of information and the communi-

cations system operations. Since the device is inserted

into the communications path af ter the communications

controller of the subscriber, the cryptographic device

must perform some of the same basic functions of the

controller. Specifically, the cryptographic device must

check for the start and end of a Frame indicated by the

Flag sequence , for the Abort sequence , for the Infor-

mation field , and for the Frame Check Sequence. If the

Information field contains text, the device must either

encrypt or decrypt the text and then update the Frame

Check Sequence to reflect the change. The following

is a more detailed discussion of the operation of the

device . Figure 6.3 is a block diagram of the device. 

- - V V- - - - -- - —- -V — V
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The discussion will follow a message out of the subscriber

communications controller through the encryption process

in the cryptographic device to the modem for transmission

to the communications network.

The cryptographic device monitors the communications

link looking for the beginning of a Frame. The LSI chip

for the SDLC protocol hunts for the Flag sequence. Once

it finds the sequence , the character synchronization is

established . Each eight bit group is examined looking

for the Flag sequence. If the eight bit sequence is not

a Flag , then the SDLC chip assumes the beginning of the

Address field. From this point until another Flag is

found , the SDLC chip extracts a zero bit that was pro-

ceeded by five contiguous one bits and provides the data

stream to the microprocessor . The SDLC chip detects and

transfers the Address, Control and Information fields and

passes them to the microprocessor. In addition , the SDLC

chip is computing the Frame Check Sequence from the

received data. On detecting the ending Flag , the SDLC

chip will indicate to the microprocessor whether the

Frame passed or failed the error detection process. The

SDLC chip also hunts for the Abort sequence, eight con-

-. tiguous one bits , indicating that the Frame is to be

closed and that the link is to stop operation. The

indication of the Abort sequence is provided to the micro—

processor. 
- 

V

- V
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After being notified by the SDLC chip of the start of a

Frame, the microprocessor examines the next eight bits ,

the Address field , insuring that address is for the

connected subscriber. If the address does not check ,

the microprocessor merely passed the Frame back to the

SDLC for subsequent transmission. (In this example if

the Address field does not check , the subscriber has

made an error since this is not a polled network.)

The next eight bits after the Address field form the

Control field. The microprocessor examines the Control

field , but does not change it, looking for the indication

of an Information field . If there is not an Information

field indicated , the microprocessor returns the entire

Frame as received to the SDLC chip for subsequent trans-

mission.

Since the speed of the encryption/decryption element

is 6.4 microseconds , assuming the Fairchild 9414 chip

set is used; the microprocessor needs only to delay the

start of transmiss ion of a Frame containing an Informa-

tion field on the order of fif teen to eighteen character

times to allow for the gathering of 64 bits of text for

the encryption . Thus, all Frames that contain Infor— - 

-

- - 
mation fields will be delayed even though all delayed

Frames will not be encrypted . This delay of the entire

Frame is required to maintain synchronization on the

link. V 
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The received Information field is examined for an

indication of the start of the text. In this example,

the data in the Information field is transmitted as eight

bit ASCII characters. Thus, the first eight bits of the

Information field form the first character with each sub-

sequent character being formed from each subsequent eight

bit group. Each character received is examined for the

ASCII DLE character followed by the STX character indi-

cating the start of text. The microprocessor sets an

indicator to signify that the encryption process has

begun. All susequent Frames containing an Information

field arc encrypted until the indicator is reset by the

End of Text sequence for the message. The microprocessor

gathers the data into blocks of 64 bits for encryption

(or decryption) and transfers the data to the crypto-

¶ graphic device. After the cryptographic device has com-

pleted the operation, the encrypted data is transferred

back to the microprocessor. The encryption process con-

tiriues until the microprocessor finds the end of text

indicator, the ASCII DLE character followed by the ETX

character. If the ETX character is found before a block

of 64 bit is created , a “null” sequence must be added to

f ill the block to 64 bits (see chapter five for a full

discussion of the “null” sequence). If the Frame ends

- - before a 64 bit block is filled , “nulls ” are added prior

to encryption.

- -
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~
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Since the encrypted data can be any pattern ,

including the ETX pattern; microprocessor must create an

unambiguous indicator of the end of text for the decryp-

tion device. This indicator is created by the using of

the Data Link Escape , DLE, character of the ASCII code

set. After the data has been encrypted , the micro-

processor examines each of the eight bit characters in

the 64 bit encrypted block looking for an occurrence of

the DLE character. If a DLE character is found , another

DLE character is inserted , making a block of nine charac-

ters. After the last block of text has been encrypted

and transmitted , the microprocessor inserts a DLE and -

then a ETX character in the data stream transferred to

the SDLC chip.

The microprocessor in the receiving decryption

device checks for these two sequences of characters; DLE,

DLE, and OLE, ETX. On finding the OLE, OLE sequence;

the microprocessor extracts one of the DLE characters

before the block is decrypted. On finding the DLE, ETX

sequence ; the microprocessor has received the end of

text indication. Throughout the decryption process, the

microprocessor checks the decrypted data for “null”

characters and removes them on any occurrence . The =

resulting decrypted data is transferred to the SDLC chip

- 
. for transmission to the subscriber .
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After the microprocessor has finished a Frame, it

signals the SDLC chip to complete computation and to

transmit the new Frame Check sequence. Thus any change

made to the Information field by the encryption or

decryption process will be reflected in the Frame Check

Sequence used by the rest of the communications network

and the subscribers.

Effects on Communications System

Throughput

The throughput of the communications system could be

impacted by the addition of the cryptographic system in

two ways. First, the delay of the Frame to allow for the

encryption of the information could cause the system to

time out and consider the link to be nonoperational. The

delay of the Frame requires the microprocessor to be able

to buffer at least as many characters as are delayed. The

characters delayed could be a complete Frame containing

only control information . The microprocessor must be able

to properly process the delayed Frame without disruption

of the communications process.

The second effec t on throughput is caused by the

addition of the DLE and “null” characters to the

encrypted data. These added characters serve to increase

the system overhead as they do not contain information

but rather control information . Although the SDLC
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protocol makes no restriction on the length of the

Information field , the communications system must be

able to accept the increased Frame size caused by the

added characters after the encryption of the data. The

buffer space in the various communication switches must

be defined to allow for Frames with the increased length .

Error Rate

Since a new Frame Check Sequence is computed after

the encryption process, the error detection capabilities

of the SDLC protocol are not affected . If the crypto-

graphic device detects an error in a Frame received from

the subscriber or from the communications system, the

device must be able to pass the indication of the error

to the subscriber and to have the subscriber take the

appropriate action to effect a retransmission of the

Frame.

Any indicated error will potentially have a dis-

ruptive effect on the communications process and must

be handled at a higher level than the SDLC procedures.

A single undetected bit error could change all eight

characters in the data block after decryption. An

undetected error could change the DLE-ETX sequence

causing the meaning to be lost. Thus, the decryption

device would attempt to decrypt Frames that had not.

been encrypted. It should be noted that the undetected

-V.- - - _ _ _ _  
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error rate using a sixteen bit Frame Check Sequence is

of the order of one bit in error for i08 characters

sent.6

I 1!. 
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

This thesis has addressed the rational for secure

commercial digital communications. Using the information

presented in this thesis , the communications manager can

estimate the potential risks to the communications

system. Knowing the risks, the potential losses, and

the expenses of securing the communications system, the

manager can determine the measures needed to protect the

company communications from an intruder. The cominunica—

tions manager must use an economic evaluation to insure

the cost of the cryptographic sysem is justified based

on the potential loss.

The discussions on cryptographic systems have shown

the weaknesses of past cryptographic systems and of most

currently available commercial systems. The primary

weakness of these systems is their lack of sufficient

confusion and diffusion of the data during the encryption
- 

- - process. This weakness reduces the amount of work

required to break the encryption process. Decreased

cost and increased computing power of computers has

reduced the amount of time to break these systems.

‘I
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The Data Encryption Standard in FIPS PUB 46 has

been shown to offer greatly increased security for digital

communications . The encryption algorithm used in PUB 46

DES has been shown to be adaptable to a variety of

communications protocols. This thesis has shown by

examples that the algorithm could be adapted to existing

asynchronous and synchronous communications protocol.

The cryptographic equipment can be added to the communica-

tions system with minimum impact on the system throughput

and error control. These examples were intended to pro-

vide the bases for the design of a cryptographic system

to be tailored by the communications engineer. Future

work relating to the use of secure communications should

address the integration of the cryptographic system into

the communications system rather than as an add—on to the

existing communications system. Integrating the two

systems should reduce the cost of implementation and

increases the efficiency of operation .

I
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With the ever increasing dependence of businesses on

digital communications, the potential for the loss of

information and privacy to third parties increases. This

thesis addresses this potential loss during the communi—

-- cations process and develops the rational for secure

digital communications links. After discussing pertinent

aspects of digital communications , a look at past crypto-

- graphic methods provides an understanding of their

weaknesses. Using the Federal Information Processing

Standards Publication 46, Data Encryption Standard, the

thesis provides examples of methods to retrofit existing

asynchronous and synchronous digital communications

systems with a cryptographic system. Some of the effects

of the cryptographic system on the communications system

operations , throughput , and error control are discussed.
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